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My Dear Confreres 
 

I greet you with peace and joy of our Lord Jesus Christ 
 

Invoking our Missionary  Legacy. 

I greet you from Africa as I began to write this 

Circular from this very Continent. I am 

thankful to God Almighty for this opportunity 

of the experience of our Mission in 

Mozambique. As I flew crossing the Indian 

Ocean to this strange land which our 

Confreres made their homes, what came to 

mind was the „Vagabonds for God,‟who dared 

to venture for mission from the tiny village of 

Savoy, France, to Visakhapatnam and, then to 

Kamptee, Nagpur, impelled by their 

missionary mandate by which they were 

commissioned to preach the word of God to 

all corners of the world. Many of whom fell 

victim to illness due to want of food, incessant 

rain and fever on the unending journey from 

Visakhapatnam to Kamptee to minister to 

God‟s people. We recall Mother St John of St 

Joseph Convent, Kamptee, died very young due to jungle fever after her ninety days of journey from Kamptee 

to Visakhapatnam. She had gone to receive the new sisters arriving from France. She was just in her forties. In 

1862, Bishop Neyret reached Kamptee after 53 days of journey on the road. He was so sick and was not fit to 

celebrate Mass. After two days, he visited the convent in Kamptee and blessed the Nuns who travelled with him 

but still lying in bed. He had, in fact, come to preside over the profession and vestation of the Novices.  

Knowing his deteriorating health and the possible outcome, he addressed them, “ I have only sadness to offer 

you. Be comforted in exchange of few sufferings we shall enjoy eternal happiness.”  Two days later, on 5
th
 

November 1862, Mgr Theophilus Neyret MSFS, the founder of the Mission of Visakhapatnam and Nagpur 

passed away due to illness caused by accumulated fatigue of travelling. My dear missionary confreres in 

Mozambique and elsewhere in the world,  I  want to inspire you with the missionary legacy of self-giving 

sacrifice of yesteryears. However, Mozambique is a developing country of innumerable opportunities, the 

Karma Bhoomi for Fransalians to continue the work of Parish Mission as envisioned by the Founder and to 

implant the Congregation in this, once known, Dark Continent. It was written in the plan of God, also desired 

by our beloved Founder that we land up here as we possessed the legacy of Parish Mission. So we are destined 

to be here.  
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Maputo’s Capital Comforts 

The topography of Mozambique did not mesmerise me as it gave me the feeling of the tropical state of my own 

upbringing. The huge mango tree in front of the Matola House gave mangoes not only for the inmates of the 

house but neighbours were reportedly asked for assistance to clear them and still it was unmanageable.  Fr 

Ranjit told me that they had to literally sweep them off. From Matola house it is just 5 minutes walk for the best 

City Mall crowded with people who looked quite advanced in terms of culture and life-style. When I walked 

from Matola house to Maristan Brothers Novitiate, the road side houses took me down the memory lanes as 

though I was walking down the residential lanes of Bastora Seminary on the way to Mapusa. The design and 

architecture of the Portuguese houses now occupied by the natives looked same like those in Goa, the only 

difference was the features of the people. Some ladies I observed were busy procuring the morning bread (paov) 

In little interior places, pigs were like stray dogs, and if one is not careful they will come and smell your shoes! 

Boys and girls were found going around with a guitar. It is not a strange land of unknown people; one is bound 

to meet a priest or religious sister or a postulant or deacon anywhere in the town. Meetings or gathering of these 

people made for each other in the order of Melchizedek is happening frequently.  But alas, do not be misled by 

what I have written so far, these are just Maputo‟s capital comforts. Maputo is a world by itself. Mozambique 

still has one of the lowest GDP per capita, one of the worst human development index and one of the highest 

inequalities in the world. Sixty percent of its Annual Budget is being supported internationally.   

MSFS Houses in Mozambique 

Lar Mermier in Maputo and Fransalian House in Matola 

Let us not take for granted the Parishes given to us by the 

Archdiocese of Maputo and Diocese of Inhambane is ours 

eternally.  In such eventuality developing and giving back, we 

will be left with Lar Mermier in Maputo, just a ground floor flat 

with two rooms, hall, two toilets, kitchen and chapel. It is the 

residence for the six theology students.  All of them are from 

India. Fr Sebastian, the Rector, stays in the out- house which is 

part of the flat, either for storing things or for parking of 

vehicles. Then, we have the Matola house, a Portuguese time 

building where six aspirants stay along with Frs. Rajesh 

Jeyaseelan and Ranjit Tirkey. Only a maximum of six students 

can be accommodated in this house.  This can be called our 

Minor Seminary in Mozambique. We have six Minor Seminarians and three students from India who are doing 

their Philosophy studies.  The building area is very limited and our seminarians go to neighbour‟s property for 

manual work. (Matola house photograph) 

Bela Vista, Katembe and Mavila. 

These are three beautiful churches given to test 

our missionary credentials with spacious and 

comfortable presbyteries and many sub-centres.  

St Francis de Sales Church, Bela Vista, is the 

cradle of MSFS Mission in Mozambique. It is a 

district centre about 60 kilometres away from  

Maputo with many remote and distant Mass 

Centres. Fr Prabhudas is the Parish  Priest and Fr 

Kailash is  the Superior. Katembe Church is a 

temptation to those who love to be on the sea-

shore. Maputo is just a bridge away which is yet 

to be constructed. The Church will not fall strictly in the category of rural Parish, may be, the Sub Centres. 

Maputo is catching up with Katembe. Fr Paul Gonsalves is the Parish Priest and Superior of Katembe.  Mavila 

is a huge traditional church of Fransiscan Missionaries who had to flee during the civil war. The presbytery was 

the military garrison of communist Frelimos who played havoc with the faith of people and lives of clergy. The 

church has the luxury of a farm land measuring 500 hundred hectares of land. Cardinal Emeritus  d‟Santos 

belonged to Mavila Parish. Fr Mathew Kodamullil is the Superior and Fr Petrus Kullu is the Parish Priest of 
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Mavila. Mavila Parish is very precious in the eyes of the Diocesan Clergy and the Bishop (Photographs of 

Mavila, Belavista Churches). *  

Bela Vista’s stirring Welcome Ceremony. 

Bella Vista‟s Mammas came to Church in party dress on 4th May. I was told they are the strong Legion of Mary 

in the prescribed attire. Few came from distant mass centres to mark the ceremonial presence of their locality. It 

happened to be the day of monthly adoration followed by the Eucharistic Celebration which was very lively 

with their traditional singing, clapping and playing of instruments. Until communion everything looked normal. 

Then began function of welcome with singing, dancing and whistling. Each one moving forward dancing to the 

beats with shawls and shirts with which they dressed me up in public and I looked like one of them, I presented 

myself to them in the most submissive manner! Once the ceremony in the church was over, the performance of 

the professional dancers began outside in the open, specially hired, to mark the occasion. Although, Mammas 

took a back seat in the beginning, some of them could not resist the peak moments of the dancers. They 

spontaneously reacted in joining the dance. The dances continued for an hour after which began the program of 

the Nursery kids individually and collectively followed by lunch for all.      

My Trip to Ndalane, Santa Maria and Ponto do Ouro. 

 After visiting the nearby sub-centres in the afternoon, 

the next day on 5
th
 May I visited these three Mass 

Centres of Bela Vista Parish. The remotest centres 

were selected to give me the taste of the Mission. The 

omnipresent Fr Rajesh Jeyaseelan arrived on the 

previous night with a Mass kit to drive me to these 

places. The journey was very adventurous to me but 

not for Fr Rajesh. We passed through mountains, 

valleys, thick forests and lakes driving on the sand 

road. Sometimes I got a feeling as if we were in a 

boat on the water! Fr Rajesh corrected me  “it is 

tracks not roads”.  One need not go on a giant wheel 

to get the thrilling experience of being on  rides but 

go to Santa Maria from Bela Vista by jeep. I realised 

the value of seat belt, without which I would have been out of the vehicle once or twice. I admired the ability of 

the driver of choosing the right track to the destination who often at the middle of a cliff changed his mind and 

reversed the vehicle on seeing deep ditches created by others and driving over bushes and shrubs to create 

another track. I was sure if one misses the right track to the destination he may or may not see the civilised 

world again. It was very pleasing to see wild animals occasionally. Many deers ran across the track. On the long 

and beautiful grassland I counted 18 elephants grazing, lying down with no inhibition and arrogance of might. I 

thought to my myself „It is a divine land where all creatures find their habitat and co-exist peacefully.‟  We 

spotted few people under a tree, they were our parishioners of Ndalane, waiting for the priest. The jeep stopped 

near them and they just started singing and dancing, welcoming the padre coming to celebrate Mass and to visit 

the village on the 5
th
 week after the Easter. I saw the people of God and their children in tatters come to express 

their faith in the word of God and sacraments. I saw the people dressed up in local attire and struggling to make 

both ends meet. I thought to myself: the well-being of 

this people, their health, and education is the destiny 

and the objective of our presence in Mozambique. 

Their participation in the Mass did not look that 

impressive as the Mass was in Portuguese and their 

local language is Ronga. Immediately after the Mass 

we left for next station called Santa Maria at 11.30 am. 

We reached Santa Maria at around 1.00 PM where 

people were very active and in good numbers. Padres 

were welcomed with lively songs and dances as usual. 

Their loving gestures are such one would like to go to 

Santa Maria frequently. Homily was translated in 

Ronga by the local animator. The chapel was almost 

full for the Mass. The Mass, instructions, information, 

clarifications and felicitation speeches were followed 
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by a delicious lunch specially prepared for the Padres and the animators with carbonated drinks. The lunch was 

rich in quality and standard almost like the one served in a star hotel. I felt that the community in Santa Maria is 

very lively having ardent faith in the service of the Church. One of them gave a king fish weighing around 10 

kgs as an offering to the Church.  At 03.00 PM we began our journey to Ponto do Ouro, the last Centre to be 

visited and to celebrate Mass. Many parishioners were transported in our Vehicle who got down in different 

locations and disappeared into the jungles and hill-tops but no houses could be spotted anywhere around. They 

departed very ceremoniously singing for a while in thanksgiving gestures. We were getting delayed. The driver 

drove the jeep non-stop to Ponto do Ouro and it was becoming dark. Fr Rajesh was in constant touch with 

people intimating them his whereabouts.  Finally, Mass had to be cancelled and people were asked to go home. 

I never imagined after treading hills, valleys, grasslands, jungles and beyond them all a beautiful developing 

beach town called Ponto Do Ouro. We reached Ponto Do Ouro at  08.00 PM after driving 193 Kilometres 

starting at 06.30 am in the morning from Bela Vista. There is a big and spacious Church with a good repaired 

presbytery. A similar convent building was seen lying vacant adjacent to the presbytery and a war- ravaged 

dilapidated third building probably an old school which bear testimony and tells the tale of the excesses let 

loose on the Mozambican church during the civil war. Next day, the church was full for Sunday Mass. A 

number of South African Catholics are settled there. During my meeting with the Archbishop he requested to 

give a full time priest for Ponto do Ouro.  Ponto do Ouro has a very good Church with committed parishioners. 

There was a felicitation program in which my unprepared speech was translated from English to Portuguese and 

then to Ronga. Immediately after Mass, we left for Matola to meet our Benefactors. There was a different road 

to Matola.   

A critical appraisal of our Missionary enterprise 

On the whole, my trip was an eye opener and I felt more connected to the Mission of Mozambique. My visit to 

South Africa, Tanzania and Kenya helped me to have an evaluative assessment of our missionary undertakings 

in Mozambique and to address various concerns. I met the Archbishop of Maputo and Cardinal Emeritus who 

was instrumental for our entry into Mozambique. I visited the houses of  different religious congregations and 

the Major Seminary of the Dioceses in Mozambique. On the day before my departure, there was the meeting of 

the Apostolic Community for almost four hours in which certain action plans were finalised. I have presented 

before them my observations and suggestions to nurture our mission in Mozambique.     

When the going gets Tough the Tough gets going 

Pioneering work is not everybody‟s cup of tea. It is those with great resoluteness and love for the mission and 

determined with a do or die attitude can deliver dividends. Each one will have to instil in themselves such a 

spirit to do justice to the mission. The Provincial‟s choice to pick up the tough is a foregone conclusion. 

Mozambique is not to be considered as a most dreaded place.  However, institutional comforts are yet to be in 

place. We need more man-power to develop sustainable missions. We have taken over Parishes from the 

diocese and bought readymade houses for the congregation. We need to do much more. One need not live in 

Nightmare if asked to go to Mozambique. Life here is not at all different from India. We need not have such 

Negativism or fear towards Mozambique as the prospects of pastoral care in Mozambique is much better than 

that in India. We need more labourers for the harvest that too those who will swim and save themselves if 

thrown into the water. 

Priority is to be given to earn our living 

A mission of over five thousand parishioners cannot remain dependent for more than three to five years. A self- 

reliant community with activities, projects and programmes for the promotion of our people will be the strength 

of the mission. Our faithful should be made to be aware of the needs of the mission and be responsible to take 

care of the priest. Ready-made money without sweat will enhance only lethargy and ineffectiveness in parish 

administration. It does not give scope for Darwin‟s theory of „survival of the fittest.‟ I have learnt from other 

similar missions of Africa, the provincial is liberal in giving recommendation letter for projects but there is 

absolutely no system of periodical payment from the headquarters which is done only in the case of Formation 

Houses or for handling unexpected eventualities. They have been asked to manage even the visa renewals and 

holiday allowances of the Priest from within the Parish Budget. It would be practically impossible to find 

resource for all members and houses. I had visited a number of convents in Africa. They were taken aback by 

the facts that the cost of living is three times more than the mother province and all efforts were concentrated on 

creating income by engaging in agriculture, keeping rabbits, chicken, cattle, etc. When I visited a convent in a 

particular place all sisters were weeding in the field along with other employees besides their other 
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responsibility of running an orphanage and dispensary. They are doing everything possible to fight the ever- 

increasing cost of living. There is a Novitiate with 7 novices and 10 cows. A religious bookshop being run in a 

study house of theologians. My dear Confreres, necessity is the mother of inventions. Living without feeling the 

pinch of the underlying uncertainties is dangerous and keep us always back to square one. This spirit for 

sustainable growth is yet to be imbibed by our three Parish Mission Communities to strengthen our missionary 

ventures in Mozambique. In the given situation, how can we send more priests? The Mission Superior will be 

busy struggling to find resources to feed the members than doing any missionary work. Do not be a fountain 

head of ideas with no audacity to venture but be a strategist and a practical man by making this vision your 

commitment and do justice to our Missionary enterprise. 

Make our Parish Ministry more effective. 

When Fr Peter Mermier began Parish Mission the whole objective was to nurture the faith of people. The 

situation is similar in Mozambique. People were deprived of spiritual leadership for 17 years and paganism 

flourished due to shallow faith. Our people need to be known by name and be cared the way expected.  Faith 

renewal program is the need of the hour. The youth need to be organised. They should look upon the church for 

direction and guidance for better moral living which is compatible within the teachings of the church. 

Remember we are a Juridical Entity 

We are members of a regulated body of administrative structures. Our constitutions and general directory 

prescribe our course of living. Each community is responsible to the Mission Superior who is responsible to the 

Provincial and Provincial to Superior General and Superior General to Roman Pontiff. By proper maintenance 

of the book of records we create a system of governance for continuity. Remember that being a religious body 

we benefit from many tax rules. At any given point of time, if suspicion is pointed out to our charitable 

character, we will have to prove our credentials with our past records. Tax exemptions and favours can 

boomerang on us at any time, so be prepared for it. Our mission in Mozambique is the unit of the Congregation 

and subject to all directives of governance, action plans, policies formulated by the provincial congress from 

time to time and those with delegated powers should implement them with great enthusiasm. 

Education and Social work 

Our old mission stations in Maharashtra had farms and 

boardings for boys. This was to show concern for the 

education of the next generation. Most of our priests from 

Orissa were educated through good boarding schools of the 

Missionaries. We are yet to start any such thing in 

Mozambique. We need to go beyond fulfilling just the 

sacramental needs of the faithful. We are duty bound to play 

a vital role to educate every child in our sub- centres with a 

secular outlook. Funding agencies are well-disposed to such 

promotional programs for the development of children. We 

also need to think of income generating schemes for people 

to raise their standard of living like cooperative farming, 

cattle rearing, etc. Somebody should rise to the occasion and 

enlighten us on how to go about to work for the socio-economic transformation of our people whom we hold so 

dear to our hearts.    

Health Care is not to be neglected 

Life expectancy of people in Mozambique is around 37 years. The chances of death by malaria are very high in 

interior villages. AIDS is rampant in Mozambique. Due to death of parents, orphaned children are on the 

increase. For people staying in Santa Maria it is very difficult to get any immediate medical help. It will be 

unfair to be spectators to such human tragedy. There are agencies that provide tonics and other medicines of 

common ailments. My dear confreres, there is so much of work to do for our people. 

Make our farm land productive 

It was always the style of the Missionaries to have a big farm land attached to the church for the support of the 

mission. When Fr. Balmand MSFS bought 1277 acres of land at Thana, Nagpur, he had a vision in mind. He 

wanted to develop a Christian village and use it to support the mission. Bishop Tissot  from Vishakapatnam 
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came and blessed the land and a huge wooden cross was planted at the summit of the Hill. 15 buffaloes arrived 

from Mandla with 2 shepherds and 30 buffaloes and 4 cows from  Kamptee. Gond tribals and coolies were 

engaged to clear the land of trees and bushes. Carts were bought, ploughs and agriculture implements were 

made and permanent employees were appointed. A house was built for priest and poultry was started. However, 

they could not sustain it. All those appointed fell sick and had to return to Kamptee.  Remember Fr Lavorel 

MSFS burning with fever was taken from Thana to Kamptee died on the way to Kamptee for treatment lying on 

a layer of grass. “The servant in tears, yoked his bullocks again and took the lifeless body to the Nagpur 

Chapel”.  I invoked the past to show our legacy of connectivity with mother earth. All the churches in 

Mozambique have enough and more agriculture land which needs to be thoroughly used for cultivation in 

whichever way possible. In one of the centres during my visitation, tapioka had to be bought from the market in 

spite of having 500 hectares of land for the church and piglings were seen only in the neighbouring property. 

Our farm lands have the potential to support the mission and community. Make use of them thoroughly and, if 

needed, involve our parishioners for work and let them take the produce. Someone told me that Mavila Church 

was built by the Franciscans with the money earned from the sale of cashew nuts.  

Thanks to Confreres of Cape Town 

My trip to Namibia was cancelled at the last moment. However, I had  the privilege of being with our confreres 

in Cape Town. I visited all their churches and celebrated Masses. We also found time to go to Vredendal where 

they have a parish which is about three hours journey from Cape Town. I could sense their busy schedules in 

terms of pastoral works and other related meetings, sense of unity and passion to bring up the region and the 

struggle of keeping the faithful together in faith in the light of increasing materialism, paganism etc. My 

programs were well-planned by Fr. Babychan. He made different priest to be in charge of me on different days 

considering each one‟s engagement and works.   

East Africa Province - God’s Miracle 

I had the chance to visit number of houses of the East Africa Province which has the peculiar history of having 

emerged from nothingness. It is, indeed, the most successful gamble with man-power for Africa by the mother 

province, Visakhapatnam. The saga of their faith, courage, resoluteness and adventure made the MSFS presence 

felt in Africa. This Province is born in our time without being noticed by anyone - not by dividing properties, 

shares, bank balance, fixed deposits, schools and churches but by the unity of vision, mission and purpose. 

Establishing this one province is equal to establishing two or three provinces in India. They have made us feel 

proud of our identity and name. They lived with all inconveniences and hardships in silence, not less than, the 

„Vagabonds for God.‟  Every house is deeply mission-oriented and do not have marked out houses which 

wields institutional power. The pioneers keep a low profile and give all credit to God. It was, indeed, a great 

experience. I met our students in Tanzania and Kenya.  I thank very specially Fr Johnson Kallidukil for 

personally seeing to my trip and the lovely hospitality extended to me. 

Lumen Christi Institute, Arusha 

LCI is the ultimate dream of our Generalate in Africa which is showing all signs of growth as it is being 

carefully nurtured by the seasoned missionaries of East Africa Province. The care of the formators for their 

students is commendable which is all the more easier because they are less in number. There are only 19 

students and the formation house is just two years old but it has attained a growth of more than two years. 

Nagpur Province has three students in Arusha. I was privileged to celebrate Mass for the community and 

express my gratitude to all of them for the honour they accorded to me. LCI deserves more publicity and 

attention by the provinces. 

Melito, Augusto and Pedro 

These are our three local students in Arusha doing their philosophy 

studies. They are our great hope for Mozambique Mission. They were very 

happy and delighted to meet me and talk to me. I have conveyed the good 

wishes of the Province. They asked me many pertinent questions on 

expanding our mission. Most of them wanted to know why we are 

promoting very less local vocations. They are asking us to hurry up with 

recruiting more students. One of them asked me when we shall become a 

province like East Africa. They also told me how they miss Mozambique 

and they are very firm on their Vocation.   
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Our Gratitude to Jose Parayankan 

It is a conventional banking job that took Jose Parayankan to Mozambique in 1986 after graduation from St 

Stephen‟s, Delhi, and an MBA from XLRI, Jamshedpur. He left that job and got into business and has $100 

million capital base in Mozambique. Pravasi Bharatia Samman was conferred to him by the Government of 

India in 2012. It is the highest award for a non-resident Indian or persons of Indian -origin for their contribution 

in serving the Indian Diaspora and enhancing Indian image in different parts of the world. Mr Jose is an 

industrialist with philanthropic attributes. He has been a great source of support to our Fathers in Mozambique.  

His moral support encouraged our Fathers to face courageously all difficulties and persevere in the mission. His 

monetary assistance helps us in formation of our students. I had the privilege of meeting him in his office. The 

Province is indebted to Mr Jose and I thank him immensely and wish him God‟s blessings in all his endeavours.     

News from the Province: Nimkheda 
On January 28

th
 2012, S.F.S School, Nimkheda, celebrated the 

Annual Parents‟ Day. Fr. Jacob Karamakuzhiyil the Provincial 

was the chief guest and Mr. D.D. Bhoyar, the Police Inspector of 

Aroli was the guest of honour. It was not only the Annual Parents‟ 

Day but also marked three important events in the history of S.F.S 

School, i.e. inauguration of the new school building and computer 

lab, releasing the School Magazine “Ankur” and the Decennial 

Year of the school. Fr. Jacob Karamakuzhiyil msfs enlightened all 

with his valuable message that Teacher should take care of their 

class activities 

in the class 

and effective class teaching makes good impact on children. 

He appreciated the principal and staff for their hard work 

and service in the rural area of Nagpur. All these made us 

proud and feel great & made impact on the parents, students 

as well as staff of SFS. All the Fathers, Brothers and Sisters 

gave their valuable time for our programme.  thousand 

people witnessed the programme. Everybody‟s participation 

and presence gave a big success. We give a hearty thanks 

and appreciation to our Principal Fr. Vishwas for his special 

guidance and his leadership.      – Bro. Amit Baa MSFS 

 

Province Finance Committee is constituted of Fr John Carvalho, Fr Johnson Parikappally and Fr Wilson 

Adakaparayil. Their specific duty is to study the budgets and accounts of all communities and make their 

observations in writing and submit to the Provincial Council. 

Fr Simon Paicatt is appointed Provincial of Visakhapatnam Province for the second term of 3 years 

beginning from 15th August 2012. We extend a hearty congratulations to him and wish him all success for the 

second term. 

 Fr Gilberto Bugnon is appointed Provincial of Brazil Province for the second term of 3 years beginning 

from 15th September 2012. We extend our hearty congratulations best wishes and prayers.  

Fr David Paul is exempted from attending the 19
th

 General Chapter. Rev Fr Superior General in his 

letter dated 19
th
 May 2012 addressed to Fr David Paul has formally exempted him from attending the General 

Chapter for personal reason cited by Fr. David Paul. 

Fr John Brito Muthuswamy being the first substitute for the 19
th
 General Chapter is made the delegate of 

the General Chapter in place of Fr David Paul. 

Rev. Fr. George Panthanmackel Superior General Very Rev. Fr. Agnelo Fernandes has appointed Rev. Fr. 

George Panthanmackel as the President of the Institute of Suvidya College and also as the Rector of Suvidya for 

the first term of three years with the effect from 24
th
 April 2012.  The Province extends a hearty congratulations 

to Fr George Panthanmackal and wish him all success. 

Fr. Jolly Chakkalakal Fr. Jolly Chakkalakal who served Suvidya as the President and Rector for the past 6 

years, and now will be taking up the responsibility as Dean of Studies of the institute. Thank you Fr Jolly and 

wish you all the best for your future assignment. 
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Fr. Emmanuel Uppanthadathil is thanked and appreciated for his service as the dean of studies of Suvidya. 

Thank you Fr Emmanuel.  

Inter Provincial Minor Seminary:  

The Provincials of India Forum (PIF), with the approval and permission of our Superior General, has decided to 

start Phase II of Minor Seminary to attend to the formation needs of the candidates who join the Congregation 

after Completing Std. XII of the School System. This Inter Province Project will begin at “Sudhirvana”, 

Bangalore, from June 14, 2012 on an experimental basis. Four students from our province will attend this 

formation programme. 

Conclusion 

Jesus said to his disciples: you are the salt of the earth. He did not ask them to become salt but be more salty as 

they were already salt. He asked them to retain that saltiness always. By this metaphor he stressed on the 

distinctive elements of Christian character to bring about brightness in the life of others. We are commissioned 

to go into the whole world and preach the Good News to whole creation. By our identity as missionaries we are 

all the more responsible to preserve our society from the forces of decay. Africa is the right place to prove our 

saltiness as Disciples of Christ. It is unfair to live in fear of the language, culture and life style, etc. and show 

signs of reluctance which shall raise questions on our Missionary vocation. Whole Province should be united to 

bring up Mozambique Mission. It is the extension of our Province and not a separate entity; let us support them 

by prayers and offering our services in whichever way it is possible. I thank all the confreres working in 

Mozambique for making my visitation a great success. God Bless You All. 

 

Provincial’s Itinerary: 

27
th
 May  : to Kerala  

31
st
 May   : to Varanasi for 1

st
 Profession 

10
th
 June  : to Bangalore 

13
th
 & 14

th
 June  : PIF Meeting 

15
th
 June  : Suvidya Academic Year Inauguration 

28
th
 June  : Home Holidyas 

10
th
 Junly  : Back to Nagpur 

14
th
 & 15

th
 July  : Council Meeting 

 

 

Salesian Thought: If one does not ascend the ladder he must descend; if one does not conquer he will be 

conquered.          - S.F.S.  

 

Yours Devotedly in Christ, 

 

 

Fr Jacob Karamakuzhyil 

Enclosures: Vision Mission and Action Plan for Mozambique (for Nagpur Province only) 

 


